Introduction
Responding to exotic tree pathogens is a challenge for sustainable land use and rural economies. Many new pathogens are affecting trees in semi-natural ecosystems, causing ecological and/or economic problems in various regions of the world (Liebhold et al., 1995; Rizzo, 2005; Crowl et al., 2008; Loo, 2009; Hunter et al., 2011; Lilja et al., 2011; Parry and Teale, 2011) 
. Examples include:
Cronartium ribicola • J.C. Fisch. on pines (Pinus spp.) in North America and Europe Cryphonectria parasitica • (Murrill) M.E. Barr on chestnuts (Castanea spp.) in North America and Europe (Hansen, 1999; Dutech et al., 2010; Prospero and Rigling, 2012) Discula destructiva • Redlin on flowering dogwood (Cornus florida L.) in woodlands of the eastern USA (Holzmüller et al., 2010) Erwinia amylovora • , a bacterium affecting trees of the family Rosaceae (e.g. Malus, Pyrus, Cydonia and Crataegus spp.) throughout the world (Johnson and Stockwell, 1998) (Garbelotto, 2008; Ganley et al., 2009) North American • Heterobasidion irregulare (Underw.) Garbel. & Otrosina causing root rot of Italian stone pine (Pinus pinea L.) in central Italy (Gonthier et al., 2007; Gonthier and Garbelotto, 2011) Hymenoscyphus pseudoalbidus • V. Queloz, C.R. Grünig, R. Berndt, T. Kowalski, T.N. Sieber & O. Holdenrieder (anamorph: Chalara fraxinea T. Kowalski) on European ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.) in Europe (Kowalski, 2006; Queloz et al., 2011) Mycosphaerella pini • Rostr. ex Munk (anamorph: Dothistroma septosporum (Dorog.) M. Morelet) on Monterey pine (P. radiata D. Don) plantations, e.g. in Africa (Chungu et al., 2010 ) Neonectria • spp., the cause of beech bark disease in New England (USA) together with the scale insect Cryptococcus fagisuga Lindinger (Lovett et al., 2006 ) Ophiostoma • spp., the causal agent of Dutch elm disease (Brasier, 2001 ) * E-mail: marpauta@gmail.com Phytophthora cinnamomi • Rands, e.g. in the jarrah forest of Western Australia (Cahill et al., 2008) Phytophthora lateralis • Tucker & Milbrath on Port Orford cedar (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana (A. Murray bis) Parl.) in Oregon (USA) (Jules et al., 2002) Phytophthora pinifolia • Alv. Durán, Gryzenh. & M.J. Wingf. on Monterey pine in Chile (Durán et al., 2008) Phytophthora ramorum • Werres, De Cock & Man in't Veld in forests and urban areas on the west coast of the USA and in woodland, historic gardens, heathland and tree plantations in the UK (Garbelotto, 2008; Brasier and Webber, 2010) Raffaelea quercivora • Kubono & Shin. Ito on Fagaceae in Japan (Kubono and Ito, 2002; Torii et al., 2011) There is a perception that plant diseases caused by exotic pathogens have been increasing in number and severity over the last few decades owing to the increased magnitude of long distance trade, land-use intensification, urbanization, the already observed climate warming and other global change processes (Anderson et al., 2004; Picco et al., 2011; Stenlid et al., 2011) . For a set of European countries for which data on the occurrence of exotic forest pathogens are available, there is a correlation with gross domestic product (GDP; Fig. 28 .1), which would suggest that economic activities have a role in introducing tree pathogens -unless another variable correlated with GDP, such as sampling effort, can explain this correlation. Given that global change processes are likely to carry on and intensify in future, in a business as usual scenario it is to be expected that the impacts of many exotic plant pathogens will continue to grow. Devising ways to respond to plant diseases caused by exotic pathogens in a better way than has been the case so far is thus a priority for interdisciplinary research, management and policy.
There are many challenges in fulfilling such an objective. The management of exotic tree pathogens is often made difficult by the limited epidemiological knowledge of the new pathosystem and the temporal lag in recognizing that a new disease has appeared. ineffective (Keller et al., 2011) . For generalist pathogens, the number of affected hosts also complicates management efforts. As a rule, for exotic tree pathogens, prevention is better than cure (Krcmar, 2008) , but prevention is difficult when the new pathogens are relatively unknown. Further challenges stem from the tendency of scientists to investigate exotic invasive species from the point of view of their own disciplines, without integrating views from other fields and perspectives (Persha et al., 2011; Döring et al., 2012; Lindenmayer and Laurance, 2012) . Also, to foster plant health, long-term dialogue, collaboration and trust among scientists, policy makers, economists and the public are required, but these are seldom achieved (Konijnendijk, 2008; Mills et al., 2011; Matyssek et al., 2012) . Management recommendations range from prevention, early detection and eradication, to containment and control, and when these efforts are unsuccessful, from mitigation of the impacts to restoration of the degraded forests. Various such management options are described in the preceding chapters on specific groups of tree pathogens, some of which are exotic and therefore relevant to this chapter. Silvicultural strategies to deal with exotic tree pathogens at the various stages of the invasion process (entry, establishment and spread) and silvicultural cycle have been reviewed extensively by Waring and O'Hara (2005) and Jactel et al. (2009) . This review attempts to provide an overall framework for dealing with exotic tree pathogens in a changing world.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 28.2 covers spatial models, which have great potential to improve our understanding, prediction and management of exotic tree pathogens. This is particularly true if the models are combined with network approaches, given that most exotic pathogens are moved along trade pathways. Hence, Section 28.3 discusses networks. The insights gained from spatial and network models need to be used to improve pathogen management and involve the various stakeholders; and the latter are the subject of Section 28.4. Interaction and engagement, rather than consultation and top-down communication, also make sense in the process of keeping phytosanitary regulations updated with the latest pathogen discoveries, methodological tools and management insights. Our response to exotic tree pathogens is not only governed by stakeholder needs and compromises that result from regulation (Section 28.5), but also by the available resources, a topic that is considered in Section 28.6, which examines economic considerations. Vast amounts of human resources shape how the land is used throughout the planet, with little consideration of how the resulting landscapes will tend to affect outbreaks of exotic tree pathogens, despite the clear influence of land use; both land use and silviculture are covered in Section 28.7. Interdisciplinarity (Section 28.8) is one commendable way to respond to exotic tree pathogens, as it enables a diversity of approaches, broadens the perspectives of researchers and avoids the problems that result from excessive specialization. Climate change and globalized trade, addressed in Section 28.9, are parts of the problem; consequently, strategies to reduce their effects are also a (long-term) response to exotic tree pathogens. The review concludes with some considerations on the effects on our management choices of changing the viewpoint from which we look at novel forest pathosystems (Section 28.10, Changing paradigms).
Spatial Models
Spatially explicit invasion models are key tools for responding to regional outbreaks of exotic tree pathogens, because they allow prediction of the likely further course of the epidemic, given adequate data on occurrences, absences and rates of spread of the pathogen, as well as the relevant environmental features of the actual and potential outbreak region (Gilbert and Liebhold, 2010; Meentemeyer et al., 2011) . Accurate prediction of the likely locations of new invasion foci may, in turn, enable a better allocation of resources in monitoring programmes, as well as improved early detection and thus more likely eradication or control (Lundquist and Klopfenstein, 2001; Harwood et al., 2011) . The comparison of monitored and predicted spread rates may help to identify tree populations with genetic resistance against the pathogen, as spread rates will tend to be lower in the presence of resistance, other things being equal (Hatala et al., 2011) .
The assumption behind these considerations is that the environmental features of the landscape (e.g. precipitation, soil, aspect, topography, altitude) are more important influences on the development of epidemics than stochastic effects. Even if the initial conditions (i.e. the presence of habitat patches suitable for the pathogen at an appropriate distance from the starting point of the epidemic) are often essential in determining whether an epidemic takes off or not, there is still a role for spatial and landscape variables in shaping where and how severely the epidemic will develop (Jeger, 2004; Holdenrieder et al., 2004) .
Spatial autocorrelation analysis is one of the geostatistic tools available for investigating the invasion patterns of exotic pathogens. The presence of short-distance spatial autocorrelation in disease expression can result from an underlying local similarity in environmental features or a dispersal kernel (the probability density function of the dispersal distances for an individual or population) with a preponderantly local transmission (Václavík et al., 2012) . Spatial autocorrelation at short distances is also important because, if not accounted for in models of disease incidence as a function of environmental variables, it can lead to inflated degrees of freedom and thereby to potentially misleading parameter estimates and P values (Chadfield and Pautasso, 2012) .
Together with genetic studies and simulations (González-Varela et al., 2011; Bihon et al., 2012; Hoban et al., 2012) , spatial models can deliver useful knowledge about the environmental variables associated with disease expres sion and the pathways of introduction of exotic pathogens. This approach also suggests which interventions may help to diminish the likelihood of further spread (Wool house, 2011) . For example, it is often helpful to reduce the connectivity of forest patches from the point of view of a certain pathogen, e.g. by avoiding the carrying of spores on the muddy shoes of tourists along trails . The contribution of people to the dispersal of exotic tree pathogens is well documented, but still rarely included in spatially explicit models of their invasion (Jeger et al., 2007; Yemshanov et al., 2009) . A promising refinement of such models is, therefore, the overlaying of plant trade or exchange networks on to spatial simulations of pathogen spread.
Networks
Networks are sets of nodes (e.g. plant nurseries, wholesalers and retail centres) connected by links (e.g. plants, microbes, insects, customers, or plant pathologists moving among those nodes). Networks are relevant to the management of exotic pathogens of trees because one of the most important pathways of introduction is provided by shipments of plants, seeds, wood and other propagules among regions, countries and continents (Dehnen-Schmutz et al., 2010; Andjic et al., 2011) . Fig. 28 .2 shows the temporal development of P. ramorum interceptions in shipments of ornamental plants among European countries (2002 European countries ( -2010 . Epidemiological modelling in directed networks suggests a number of ways to improve our chances of preventing the introduction of new pathogens (MoslonkaLefebvre et al., 2011): 1. Given that long distance connections between production areas, distribution centres and markets tend to increase the epidemic potential in a given system (Goss et al., 2009; Harwood et al., 2009) , control would be more effective if targeted towards these longdistance links. 2. Similarly, given that the presence of super-connected traders markedly reduces the epidemic threshold (the boundary between no epidemic and epidemic development) (Pautasso and Jeger, 2008) , and given that the number of links from the starting node of an epidemic is strongly correlated with epidemic final size regardless of the network structure (local, random, small world, or scale free) and level of connectivity (Pautasso et al., 2010b) , plant health authorities are advised to focus their control efforts towards major traders, i.e. those with many incoming and outgoing connections (Paull et al., 2012) . 3. Alternatively, without changing the detection effort, an improvement in the effectiveness of prevention activities can be obtained by modifying the structure of a network, e.g. by moving from a plant trade network with a positive correlation between incoming and outgoing links in a given node to one with a negative correlation (Woolhouse et al., 2005; Moslonka-Lefebvre et al., 2009 ). This can be achieved by avoiding connections between traders in both incoming and outgoing directions. 4. Given that differences in the proportions of hierarchical categories in plant trade networks can influence the likelihood of an epidemic, incentives, subsidies and/or taxes that favour an increase in the proportion of producers and retailers, and so reduce the presence of wholesalers in a trade network, are likely to result in fewer introductions of exotic pathogens, other things being equal (Pautasso et al., 2010c; Moslonka-Lefebvre et al., 2012) . This and the previous intervention, however, may lead to less economically efficient plant trade networks.
Network theory has rarely been considered in the framework of plant pathology and exotic pathogens, but this approach has now delivered clear policy recommendations with the potential to diminish the risk posed by new pathogens, by lowering the probability of introduction rather than acting after this has occurred (Jeger et al., 2007; Chadès et al., 2011; Danon et al., 2011) .
Stakeholders
For reasons of commercial sensitivity and due to the fragmentation of the industry, there is little information with which to assess which network structure (local, random, small world or scale free) is likely to better describe plant trade networks . Long-distance connections are likely to be common in many countries, and these would confer small world properties to the trade networks. Similarly, preferential attachment mechanisms (new traders may tend to become connected with traders that are already well connected) may result in trade networks with a scale-free connectivity (i.e. heterogeneity in the contact structure: a few nodes with lots of connections and most nodes with just a few connections), which has been observed in many other systems (Moslonka-Lefebvre et al., 2011) .
Plant disease management has traditionally occurred without much consideration of risk perception by the various stakeholders (McRoberts et al., 2011; Mills et al., 2011) . It is likely that more participatory approaches would have resulted in a higher level of adoption of plant disease management recommendations (Forbes et al., 2009; Prost et al., 2012) . It would thus be advisable to try to implement policy recommendations from network analyses that aim to prevent the spread of exotic plant pathogens by involving the many groups with a stake in the health of forests, in the commerce of ornamental plants and in the various ecosystem services provided by both forests and plants for planting.
Given that the use of network models in the prevention of invasions of forest pathogens is a new undertaking, there has been little study of how best to involve stakeholders in the implementation of policy recommendations derived from network epidemiology. Such studies are therefore needed; ideally, they should accompany any implementation of results from network models from the very beginning. For more traditional (i.e. not yet network-based) pest management program mes, there is some evidence that educational and stakeholder involvement in programmes can make those programmes if not more effective, at least better received by the affected communities . For example, the overall efficacy of oak wilt management in the USA was improved by educational programmes because they resulted in higher prevention effort and compliance with the recommended management methods (Koch et al., 2010) . Similarly, sudden oak death management efforts in California stimulated local involvement with natural resources and improved the preparation of the communities affected by P. ramorum for future similar outbreaks (Alexander and Lee, 2010) .
Regulation
The progressive realization that trade is a major contributory factor to plant epidemics has led to the development of phytosanitary regulatory frameworks . Regulation is a way to involve stakeholders, although traditionally in a rather top-down manner. Bottom-up, participatory approaches may result in better understanding and compliance with regulations. There is then a need to make phytosanitary regulation more broadly based, and with interactions and engagement, rather than mere consultation and one-way communication .
Regulation in an adaptive management setting would itself be subject to tests, so that its effectiveness can be compared with that of other possible measures aiming to diminish the impacts of exotic pathogens. Ideally, the use of experimental approaches would make it easier to establish causality between a policy measure and any decrease, increase or lack of change in the incidence of an exotic tree pathogen in a country/region. In practice, controlled conditions such as those found in laboratory experiments are out of reach for scientists investigating the effectiveness of policy measures against invasive species (Filipe et al., 2012) . Still, the political fragmentation of the land masses of our planet -provided that standardized data on the incidence or severity of a certain pathogen are availablemay make it possible to compare the effectiveness of various policies, because different countries often adopt different measures to respond to the risk of introduction or further spread of a given pathogen.
An example of an adaptive approach in regulations against exotic tree pathogens is provided by the rapidly developing situation for P. ramorum in Europe. The original risk assessment for this pathogen (Sansford et al., 2009) was subsequently reviewed by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) so as to take on board new information that had appeared since the publication of the risk assessment report . The EFSA opinion (EFSA, 2011a) will enable the European Commission to base their decisions on whether to modify the provisional emergency measures against the further spread of P. ramorum in European countries on the latest available knowledge.
Phytosanitary regulation would do well to be up to date with the latest pathogen discoveries and scientific developments -from molecular and sequencing tools to models integrating spatial information with trade networks. At the same time, our response to exotic forest pathogens would also profit if modellers were to incorporate the adoption (or absence thereof) of regulations against a given pathogen in their simulations of further potential dispersal and impacts (Harwood et al., 2009) . Such an approach, which can also be performed for past epidemics using retrospective modelling Potter et al., 2011) , could provide a way to test (in silico and a priori) the effectiveness of various policy and management options.
Economics
Stakeholder involvement, adaptive monitoring and testing are approaches that could make phytosanitary regulation more effective, i.e. more likely to achieve a certain level of risk reduction for a given exotic pathogen. However, there is also an issue of efficiency, i.e. of how well resources are employed to achieve a certain outcome. Economic considerations are central to our response to exotic forest pathogens, because resources to study, monitor and manage them are limited. Moreover, most kinds of responses to invasions of exotic pathogens are likely to affect businesses and the rural economy in some way or another (Armsworth et al., 2010) . Economic activities, in turn, tend to leave a long-lasting legacy in terms of species introductions (Essl et al., 2011) , including invasions of exotic tree pathogens.
When taking decisions on which strategy to adopt against exotic pathogens, there is thus a need to balance the costs inherent in such strategies against those that are likely to be incurred due to an invasion without control measures (Li et al., 2007; Benninga et al., 2012; Vanem, 2012 (Notaro and De Salvo, 2010) . Such approaches deserve wider application. For an epidemic of E. amylovora in Switzerland (Fig. 28.3 ), considerable sums of money were devoted to destroying infected hosts in orchards (mainly apple and pear trees), with repercussions on the landscape aesthetics of many cantons. There is little knowledge of whether these eradication efforts made a difference to the course of the epidemic, which is still spreading.
Multiple trade-offs are not just present among the various measures (epidemiological studies, monitoring, eradication, mitigation) that can be taken at the different stages of an invasion (Baxter and Possingham, 2011) , but also in the choice of which exotic pathogens to focus on among the many already present (or potentially present) in a region (Carrasco et al., 2010) . In many cases, the 20/80 rule (that is, 20% of the host population contributes at least 80% of the net transmission potential; Woolhouse et al., 1997 ) is likely to apply also in relation to the management and economics of exotic forest pathogens ( Fig. 28.4 ; Ricciardi et al., 2011) . For example, it can be hypothesized that about 20% of exotic forest pathogens are causing around 80% of damage; similarly, it is possible that an additional 80% of management effort would be needed to achieve the remaining 20% reduction in economic losses due to exotic forest pathogens. Forest pathologists are starting to include economic considerations in their research (Thor et al., 2006; Holmes et al., 2008; Gonthier et al., 2012) . These include, for example: comparative studies of the marginal benefits versus costs of adding a unit of pathogen control; analyses not just of the financial losses due to forest pathogens, but also of their positive effects on wood prices due to the decreased supply; and the socio-economic effects (on the researchers themselves) of outbreaks of diseases such as sudden oak death. Economic perspectives are likely to better inform future attempts to manage exotic tree pathogens, but they need to be aware of the ecological and epidemiological knowledge of the pathogens as well. Economics can also make sense in combination with recent developments in network theory. In the context of trade in plants, the presence of super-connected nodes of trade (in itself a major problem as it will tend to facilitate pathogen dispersal) can be countered by targeting control towards these super-connected trade players, hence increasing control effectiveness and potentially reducing control costs in comparison with systematic surveillance. Identifying superconnected nodes in the absence of detailed information on the structure of trade networks is possible using a technique known as acquaintance immuni zation: the random choice of a few nodes and the tracing of their contacts will tend to eventually lead to the super-connected nodes, because these, by definition, have more connections than other nodes (Jeger et al., 2007) .
Land Use and Silviculture
Land use is influenced by economic considerations and, in turn, has an influence on regional outbreaks of exotic tree pathogens (Fig. 28.5 ). None the less, there is little evidence that choices about how to use the land are influenced by whether a particular land use configuration is likely to make it easier to manage exotic pathogens (not just of trees, but also of other plants, animals and even people). Large-scale planting of monocultures has been common not just for agricultural crops, but also for trees, e.g. worldwide plantations of poplar (Populus spp.), eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp.), Monterey pine and their associated plant health issues. In towns too, tree avenues have a tendency towards uniformity (in the choice of species and provenance, as well as in the age and management of the trees), thus providing outstanding conditions for the linear dispersal of newly introduced pests and pathogens.
Adding biodiversity to tree plantations and avenues would make sense not just from an insurance perspective against exotic tree pathogens, but also from other points of view, such as landscape aesthetics, the provision of ecosystem services, biodiversity conservation and education, and even tree productivity (Quijas et al., 2010; Isbell et al., 2011) . Most of the evidence showing that more diverse ecosystems tend to be more resilient originates from agro-ecosystems, but there are also supportive studies from forests (Pautasso et al., 2005; Keesing et al., 2010; Haas et al., 2011) . Some exotic forest pathogens may, if aggressive and polyphagous, challenge the hypothesis that more diverse forests are less susceptible to disease because of the lack of co-evolution between pathogen and hosts, as happened for instance with the introduction of P. cinnamomi in the jarrah forest in south-western Australia. However, tree species diversity may still dilute the potential of a generalist exotic forest pathogen to cause damage to a naive ecosystem, as shown for the P. ramorum outbreaks in California (Haas et al., 2011) . Prediction and management will be complicated by the interactions among global change factors (climate change, increased trade, land use change, pollution, urbanization). All these factors will have direct and indirect impacts on the health of forest ecosystems. Changes in forest health, in turn, will feed back on global change, e.g. due to reduced carbon sequestration (modified from Pautasso et al., 2012) .
In addition, the land sparing/sharing alternative has been mostly debated from the point of view of agriculture (Ewers et al., 2009; Clough et al., 2011; Phalan et al., 2011) , with less consideration of the issue for forest ecosystems (Fürstenau et al., 2007; Lonsdale et al., 2008; Ranius and Roberge, 2011) . We can ask whether wood and non-timber forest products are better reconciled with biodiversity conservation by: (i) intensifying wood production (plantations), and thus preserving a larger area of natural forests; (ii) cultivating forest landscapes in a less intensive way, thereby affecting more natural habitats; or (iii) combining high forest biodiversity with high yields in multi-purpose forests? Which of these scenarios would be preferable when considering the management of risks posed by exotic tree pathogens (both to tree plantations and to semi-natural forests) is a research question that needs to be investigated (Petrokofsky et al., 2010; Grierson et al., 2011; Püttmann, 2011; Pautasso et al., 2012) .
Similarly, the issue of habitat connectivity is mainly regarded from the perspective of conservation biology: decreasing the fragmentation of patches of natural habitats would improve the chances of species to track changes in climate. Greater landscape connectivity may, nevertheless, result in a more likely dispersal of invasive tree pathogens across countries (Holdenrieder et al., 2004) . The same point applies to assisted migration (managed relocation): it is likely that moving plant species polewards and upwards to enable them to cope with rapid climate change may facilitate the spread and emergence of novel plant health issues, but forest pathologists have rarely been included in the debate about assisted migration Garbelotto and Pautasso, 2012) .
Interdisciplinarity
A necessary condition for a sustainable management of novel diseases of trees in the coming decades is that knowledge about forest pathology needs to reach scientists who are not normally involved in the field. Scientific specialization is probably inevitable, but meeting a lecturer in biology who has not heard of Cameraria ohridella Deschka & Dimic (the horse-chestnut leaf miner), or a plant epidemiologist who has no clue about Hymenoscyphus pseudoalbidus (the causal fungus of ash dieback), makes it clear that it is time for trees and their health to be taken more seriously in the scientific community. The current widespread budget cuts affecting plant health scientists do not seem a step in the right direction towards improving our long-term response to exotic tree pathogens. We need better ways to encourage young scientists to pursue research on emerging plant diseases (Chungu et al., 2010; Drea, 2011; McDade et al., 2011; Stenlid et al., 2011) .
Many approaches are helpful for improving the management of exotic pathogens: from the development of molecular detection tools to the use of metaanalysis in identifying which pathogen traits tend to be associated with invasiveness (Philibert et al., 2011) ; from the improvement of the best practices for planting nurseries (Ghimire et al., 2011) to breeding for resistance against pathogens such as G. circinata and P. cinnamomi Vivas et al., 2012) ; from the use of geographic information systems (GIS) in studying forest health across environmental gradients (Morales et al., 2011) to the assessment of plant species susceptibility to new exotic pathogens (Ireland et al., 2012) .
Similarly varied is the potential for interdisciplinary collaborations of forest patho logists, given the repercussions of outbreaks of exotic tree pathogens for hydrology, biodiversity conservation, forest fire regimes, carbon sequestration, sustainability and other key land use issues (Schütt, 1979; Ayres and Lombardero, 2000; Annerstedt, 2010; Pautasso et al., 2010a; Barrett et al., 2011; Olofsson et al., 2011; Ramage et al., 2011; Wilkinson et al., 2011; Adams et al., 2012; Sievanen et al., 2012) . Particularly fruitful is likely to be the collaboration with landscape geneticists in terms of the genetic diversity of both trees (so as to identify resistance) and pathogens (so as to reconstruct pathways of dispersal) (Garbelotto, 2008; Pautasso, 2009; Grünwald and Goss, 2011; Lees et al., 2011) .
The preventive role of endophytes has much potential against exotic tree pathogens, but is still under studied Martín-García et al., 2011) . Moreover, our response to exotic tree pathogens may be improved by biogeographical studies of the first reports of plant diseases, although the bias due to a filedrawer problem may need to be considered in such analyses.
One problem with interdisciplinary studies is that these may require a longer time than specialized investigations. In order to improve the sustainability of plant disease management options, such studies would need to take place at an early stage of the invasion process (entry, establishment, spread, impact) . Combining interdisciplinarity with early intervention is thus a challenge that could be met by proactive approaches aiming to prevent the introduction of exotic pathogens, rather than trying to stop their dispersal once they have become established.
Climate Change and Global Trade
There is a little doubt that climate change will be accompanied by the emergence of many new plant health problems (Baker et al., 2000; Garrett et al., 2006; Shaw, 2009; Jeger et al., 2011; Jactel et al., 2012; Littell et al., 2012) . Less appreciated is the potential of our response to climate change to result in plant health challenges, e.g. via the widespread adoption of new biofuel crops, which could facilitate the emergence of new plant pathogens and pests (Stewart and Cromey, 2010) . None the less, actions reducing greenhouse gas emissions (e.g. energy conservation, lower consumption, greater use of public transport, switching to renewable energy sources; MacKay, 2008) can be considered as a way to prevent not just climate change, but also consequences of climate change such as the emergence of new plant health problems. At the same time, rapid climate change, by shuffling the suitability of vast regions to most species, will make it difficult to be certain about the native versus exotic status of newly arrived species, including forest pathogens (Shaw and Osborne, 2011; Webber and Scott, 2012) .
In the presence of novel ecosystems and plant pathosystems , research into and the management of plant health problems will have to be creative (Juroszek and von Tiedemann, 2011) . A network of sentinel plantings may enable early detection and rapid response (Britton et al., 2010) . A similar role may be played by already existing botanic gardens and by urban areas, given their high presence of exotic trees and associated organisms, as well as of observers and traded material (Parmentier and Pautasso, 2010; Tubby and Webber, 2010; Venette et al., 2010; Treseder et al., 2011) .
Given that the combination of climate shifts and increased global trade poses a much stronger challenge to plant health than each of these two processes in isolation (Anderson et al., 2004; Webber, 2010; Garrett et al., 2011; Driscoll et al., 2012) , a trend towards the consumption of local produce and the planting of locally grown plants and trees could help prevent the emergence of new pathosystems. On its own, climate warming may result in fewer new tree health problems than it would when combined with growing plant trade volumes, shipping distances and areas of plantations of exotic trees Moricca and Ragazzi, 2009 ).
Changing Paradigms
Tree pathogens (whether exotic or not) are a key factor shaping forest ecosystems (Holdenrieder, 1991; Castello et al., 1995; Hansen, 1999; Teale and Castello, 2011) . They are in some cases one of the obstacles in the struggle to ensure that the needs of the growing world population for wood, non-timber forest products, clean water and air, food, recreation and tranquillity are met. However, tree pathogens can also be used as biological control agents to reduce the spread of invasive tree species (Meyer et al., 2012) . The combination of rapid climate change and growing longdistance trade is likely to result in declining forest health throughout the planet, regardless of the perspective (e.g. naturalist versus normative, biocentric versus anthropocentric, holistic versus reductionist) used to define forest health . Furthermore, if future exotic tree pathogens are only going to be a challenge to the ecosystem services essential to humans, and are not going to be a major problem for the continued existence of forests, it does matter from which viewpoint forest health is defined. In this situation, a change of paradigm from anthropocentric to biocentric would rather modify our outlook on whether a particular exotic tree pathogen needs to be managed or not.
Forest pathogens tend to be studied by a relatively small group of scientists, but there is the need for more awareness of tree health issues among the whole scientific community, the public, economists and policy makers. A more holistic approach to risk assessment, regulation and governance of plant diseases could improve scenarios informing national and international responses to emerging plant epidemics (Walshe and Burgman, 2010) . Moreover, our understanding of tree diseases due to exotic pathogens is inevitably limited to specific pathosystems and we do not have sufficient knowledge on the myriad potential direct and indirect interactions of a given exotic tree pathogen with all the components of a forest. Holistic approaches to risk assessment are commendable developments, but we may still be far away from a satisfactory understanding of the long-term environmental consequences of pathogen invasions (EFSA, 2011b) . It is thus to be welcomed that recent reviews call for an explicit declaration of the degree of uncertainty in the potential development of pathosystems under different scenarios (Hanewinkel et al., 2011) .
The growing uniformity of forest landscapes, due to mechanization and the economies of scale deriving from vast monoculture production areas, results in a lower epidemic threshold for many tree diseases. In order to diminish the risk posed by existing and potential exotic forest pathogens (but also for many other reasons), there is today the recognition that we need more diverse woodlands and forests, particularly where past management has contributed to reducing their species and genetic diversity . Then again, the principle that more diverse forest ecosystems are less susceptible to introduced tree diseases is not completely unchallenged (e.g. by generalist Phytophthora species). What is more, carried to its extreme consequences, it might end up transforming forests as we know them into a series of extremely diverse, but also rather artificial, species assemblages.
At a time of economic crisis met by austerity, spending money for the management of exotic tree pathogens may appear to make little sense, given that forest enterprises are already struggling to make ends meet without having to cope with new disease outbreaks. Yet this view does not consider the many unsustainable subsidies granted to fossil fuel extraction, fisheries, road construction or mining. Employing more people to respond to exotic tree pathogens may well be a sensible way to react to youth unemployment, thereby reducing social problems deriving from migration into towns due to failing rural economies. Recognizing that a certain presence of exotic tree pathogens may contribute to overall forest health (e.g. by making forests more diverse, by accelerating adaptation to new environmental conditions, and by providing deadwood) is probably also counterintuitive, but could lead to ecological and economic advantages in the long term (Manion, 2003; Ostry and Laflamme, 2009; Carroll, 2011; Geils and Vogler, 2011) .
Fungal pathogens do not recognize political boundaries, and the magnitude of trade in plant material makes it impossible to inspect more than a small percentage of potentially infected shipments. However, phytosanitary regulation is one of the tools that we have with which to respond to exotic tree pathogens. Luckily, different countries and cultures will tend to deal with the problem in different ways, a diversity to be welcomed because it could avoid the making of the same mistakes all over the planet. Conversely, complaints that 'the plant health status of the European Union as a whole can only be as good as that of the weakest member state call for a greater integration of plant health policies (Engler et al., 2012) . Network approaches suggest that marginal nodes pose a lower risk than central and well-connected trade players, unless there is a rapid and uncontrolled link from the former to the latter. There is the need for more intercultural inquiry into how exotic tree pathogens are perceived throughout the world (Kohsaka and Handoh, 2006) . Even if, in the past, regulation and management decisions that aimed to avoid further spread of exotic pathogens of trees tended to be reactive, rather than proactive (Bond et al., 2011) , new developments in network theory, stakeholder involvement and spatial models may make future management of emerging forest diseases more effective. We should not forget, though, that current global trade and its potential for further introductions of exotic pathogens may dwarf any improvement in man agement that derives from such developments.
